
Astronomy Quali�er - January 2007Lots of neessary (and some unneessary) \Constants" on last page!Problem 1:This question onerns two kinds of thermonulear instabilities that ourin stars. The �rst one ours when ignition of a nulear fuel takes plae ineletron{degenerate matter.a)[2 points℄ Explain in as muh detail as you an, and with referene to theequation of state, why suh an instability ours.b)[2 points℄ Is suh an instability thought to have ourred in the past evolutionof the sun? Is suh an instability expeted to our in the future evolution ofthe sun? If you answer yes to either question, then disuss the irumstanesin whih it did or will our, and disuss the onsequenes.)[2 points℄ Is suh an instability thought to ever our in white dwarfs? If yes,disuss the irumstanes in whih it ours, and disuss the onsequenes.The seond kind of instability ours when a nulear fuel ignites in a geomet-rially thin shell of non{eletron{degenerate matter.d)[2 points℄ Explain in as muh detail as you an, and with referene to theequation of state, why suh an instability ours.e)[2 points℄ Is suh an instability thought to have ourred in the past evolutionof the sun? Is suh an instability expeted to our in the future evolution ofthe sun? If you answer yes to either question, then disuss the irumstanesin whih it did or will our, and disuss the onsequenes.
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Problem 2:Consider a uniform slab of thikness T, in the z diretion. The slab is sittingat the origin of the z-axis and extends to ini�nity in the x and y diretions.The slab is illuminated with a spei� intensity I0 at z = 0.a) [2 points℄ Ignoring emission from the slab itself, onsider the ase of onlypure absorption (spei�ed by an opaity �). Write down the equation of ra-diative transfer along the z-axis and solve for the emergent intensity at z = Tb) [2 points℄ Now assume that the slab is in pure LTE with emission at tem-perature T . Write down the di�erential equation of transfer for I along thez-axis in this ase.) [1 point℄ Generalize the equation of transfer in ase (b) for all diretions(not just parallel to the z-axis).d) [5 points℄ Derive the ondition of radiative equilibrium in ase ().
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Problem 3:a) [2 points℄ The free-fall aeleration is given byjd2Rjjdt2j = g;where R is radius, t time, and g the loal gravity. Use dimensional analysisto get an expression for the free-fall time sale, �f�f , in terms of the density �and a onstant. For a star of M = 2 M� and R = 2 R�, alulate �f�f .b) [2 points℄ Calulate the total gravitational potential energy available to thissame star. Assume the luminosity of a 2 M� star is L = ( MM� )3L�. For thisstar, alulate the Kelvin-Helmholtz (i.e., gravitational) time sale in years.) [4 points℄ Using dimensional analysis and the hydrostati equilibrium equa-tion (dP/dr = ��g, where P is pressure, r radius, � mass density and g theloal gravity) write down an expression for the pressure in a star as a funtionof mass, radius and a onstant. Set that expression equal to the equation ofstate for an ideal gas (dP/dr = �kTNA/�, where k is the Boltzmann onstant,NA is Avogadro's number and � is the mean moleular weight), in terms ofdensity and temperature, et., and derive an expression for the entral tem-perature, T, of the star. Assume 100% (ionized) H gas (so � = 1/2) anddetermine numerially the entral temperature of this same star. (Note: youdo not need to know or alulate the average density; just assume that theaverage density is given by the standard approximation relating M and R.)Does this temperature make sense to you? Explain.d) [2 points℄ Calulate the nulear time sale for the same star assuming thatonly 10% of the star's mass ontributes to energy generation and the luminosityis given in b). [Assume 0.7 % mass loss in the nulear onversion.℄ Comparethe three time sales you found for this star.
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Problem 4:Betelgeuse is a red supergiant star. Assume it has an absolute visual magni-tude of �5.10 and has a V band bolometri orretion of �1.80 mag.a) [3 points℄ If Betelgeuse has an e�etive temperature of 3600 K, alulatethe e�etive radius of Betelgeuse in terms of the radius of the Sun.b) [3 points℄ Betelgeuse may soon (at least on an astronomial time sale!)explode as a Type II supernova. Assume that, at peak brightness, this super-nova will be a fator of 43,000 brighter in V than the urrent V brightnessof Beteleguse. Assume that Betelgeuse has a parallax of 8 milliarseonds.What will be the peak apparent visual magnitude of the Beteleguse supernovaas seen from Earth?) [1 point℄ Hydrogen is the dominant element in the outer layers of Betelgeuse.However, it would be diÆult to see any spetral lines of hydrogen in thevisible wavelength region of the spetrum. Carefully explain the atomi physisbehind this statement.) [1 point℄ Wolf 360 is a dwarf star with the same spetral type as Betegeuse.What di�erenes would there be in the appearane of the spetra of these twostars? What is the physis that explains these di�erenes?) [2 points℄ Explain the essene of the physis of a Type II supernova.
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Problem 5:From the surfae of the Earth, you want to shoot a projetile using a verylarge gun and have the projetile just reah as far as irular geosynhronousorbit (where an objet orbits the Earth one a day). (Assume the projetilearrives at the geosynronous orbit distane with preisely zero kineti energy).a) [3 points℄ Calulate the distane above the Earth's surfae an objet wouldbe if it were in a irular geosynhronous orbit.b) [3 points℄ What is the minimum energy per gram of projetile that wouldbe required to get the projetile to this distane?) [4 points℄ At a height of 3.5E8 m above the Earth's surfae, a satellite willmeasure the vertial speed of the projetile to see if it is \on trak" to get tothe desired distane. Assuming the projetile was launhed with the orretinitial speed, what speed whould the satellite measure? (Ignore rotation ofEarh and air resistane).
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Problem 6:The Robertson-Walker metri and the Einstein equations together give us theFriedmann equation: ( _RR)2 + kR2 = 8�G�3as well as ( �RR) = �4�G3 (�+ 3p)a) [4 point℄i) De�ne the osmologial parameters H0, 
m, and 
�.ii) What kind of observational data are required for measuring these osmo-logial parameters?iii) What are the values of H0, 
m and 
� that are most onsistent with ur-rent observational data?iv) What do they tell us about the ultimate fate of the Universe?b) [5 points℄ Derive the osmi deeleration parameter today, q0, in terms ofosmologial parameters suh as 
m and 
�.) [1 point℄ What does your answer to b) tell us about the expansion historyof the universe?
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CONSTANTS� = 5:67� 10�5 erg m�2 s�1 K�4;  = 3:00� 1010 m s�1;T� = 5; 800KG = 6:67� 10�8 g�1 m3 s�2; k = 1:38� 10�16 erg K�1mH = 1:67� 10�24 g; me = 9:11� 10�28 g; M� = 1:99� 1033 gMearth = 5:97� 1027 g;MG = 4:0� 1011M�h = 6:63� 10�27 erg s; a = 7:56� 10�15 erg m�3 K�4R� = 6:96� 1010 m; Rearth = 6:37� 108 m1 AU = 1:496� 1013 m1 parse = 3:09� 1018 m; 1�A = 10�8 mMV (�) = 4:8; Mbol(�) = 4:7; L� = 3:9� 1033 ergs s�11 year = 3:16� 107 s
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